SM-BSSPT
Shockmount Base

USER GUIDE

The SM-BSSPT ON/OFF button has 3 configurations:

1. Latching On/Off
2. Momentary Push to Talk
3. Momentary Push to Mute

There are 2 switches used for the configurations.

The switch on the bottom is to select between latching and momentary.

When in the “Push to talk” position, the ON/OFF button is momentary, it must be held for operation.

When in the “Push to Lock” position the ON/Off is latching.

The second switch is internal, under the cover plate on the bottom of the unit.

When in the ON/OFF position, the normal state of the SM-BSSPT is ON
When in the OFF/ON position, the normal state of the SM-BSSPT is OFF.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

WARRANTY Information can be viewed online at https://www.galaxyaudio.com/support/warranty
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